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Aim: To understand processes of preservation of ancient DNA within different palaeoenvironmental deposits- and how this compares with processes of taphonomy of 

traditional paleoenvironmental proxies within a known

Why? As a novel proxy for paleoenvironmental reconstruction, a better understanding of preservation and interaction of ancient sedimentary DNA within different sediment 

types is required - before we even begin to try to interpret what the data means for palaeoenvironmental reconstruction
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In  palaeoenvironmental 

research, taphonomy is the 

process of determining source, 

degradation and preservation 

of ancient environmental 

material used to reconstruct 

past environments. 

The environmental context and its impact on 

taphonomic variation in persistence of ancient 

sedimentary DNA (sedaDNA) need to be better 

understood in order to use this material as a proxy for 

palaeoenvironmental reconstruction. This includes an 

understanding of how sediment type, rates of 

sedimentation, and processes of erosion may impact on 

sedaDNA preservation. 

This pilot project aims to examine the post-depositional 

taphonomy of sedaDNA within typical UK coastline 

intertidal contexts (peats/organic silt/minerogenic 

sediments), taken from Tan-y-Bwlch beach (Wales).

Palaeoenvironmental context

0.00-1.15m 

Herbaceous taxa 

reflect surrounding 

coastal

wetland/saltmarsh

1.15-2.13m 

Herbaceous taxa 

indicate a change 

to a surrounding 

heathland/bog 

environment

Palaeoenvironmental transition

3 biomes persist across the palaeoenvironmental 

history- (beyond the intertidal zone but local):

Dry woodland-

Oak, Pine, Hazel
Wetland (fen): Alder 

dominated

Wetland grassland: Phragmites dominated 

Based on the pollen record, the local 

environment throughout the Holocene at Tan-y-

Bwlch Beach demonstrates wide biodiversity:

Bulrush 

Chenopodium

Heather 
Empetrum 

Silts and clays = deposition from 

surrounding marine environment

Organic component = inwash from 

surrounding coastal wetland 

Ancient DNA results

Inversion of dates 

demonstrates movement + 

mixing of material=Complex taphonomic 

interpretation due to 

mixture of material
0.41m C14 date 2840 BP

0.84m:C14 date 4278 BP

1.35m:C14 date 4825 BP

2.04m:C14 date 5448 BP

Sandy silts = indicative of phases 

of influx of more freshwater 

influences from wider area –

potential fluvial catchment 

0.06m:C14 date 2963 BP

This pollen record provides a comparative data set for 

potential preserved sedaDNA. It is also indicative of 

taphonomic processes across the sedimentary history:

• Local-scale deposition;

• Preservation of higher distributive taxa, such as Pine 

and Oak;

• Increased bias in preservation of more robust grains-

i.e. Pine and Phragmites;

• Decreased preservation of pollen grains towards 

base of sequence in sandy silt demonstrative of  a 

relationship between sediment type and 

preservation.

Stratigraphy indicative of several 

complex taphonomic processes 

that may impact ancient DNA 

preservation, including:

• Mixed influence of material 

deposited therefore brining in 

mixed  sediment and potential 

organisms 

(marine/fresh/brackish);

• Movement of material across 

the core stratigraphy 

demonstrating a complex and 

dynamic relationship with 

hydrological processes

Discussion
Conclusion and further work
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Mixture of organic and inorganic 

components introduces complex 

preservation conditions:

• Clays have demonstrated to 

provide conditions for extra 

cellular binding;

• Sands, as demonstrated with 

pollen has lower binding  

potential;

• Organics/silts with unknown 

acidity may impact 

preservation.

C14 dates = Holocene 
accumulation

It is an area of  rich palaeoenvironmental history, 

spanning beyond the beginning of the 

Holocene(c.12,000 years ago) and where traditional 

proxies (i.e. pollen) provide a baseline for its 

palaeoenvironmental history.  

1) 2.13m cores were taken from a 1x1m pit;

2)  Sub-sampling of the cores for DNA and pollen at regular 

6cm intervals  were undertaken in a dedicated aDNA lab;

3) DNA extractions undertaken following the protocol of 

Smith et al. (2015), followed by creating indexed libraries 

(Meyer and Kircher , 2010). These samples were then 

pooled into a single multiplexed library and sequenced on 

an Illumina NextSeq;

4) Once sequenced, adapters were removed using FastQC 

and sequences  subjected to a preliminary metagenomic 

BLASTn analysis, using the NCBI nt database.

• Based on a preliminary assessment of each sample within the overall context of the core, the variable number 

of reads per sample suggests that there is little  stratigraphic variance of taxa represented within the inter-tidal 

zone based on sediment type. 

• Where sediment type  has several samples (i.e. clay rich silt) there is a vast difference in the overall yield per 

sample, suggesting a complex taphonomic relationship based on material type – i.e. not a regular pattern of 

preservation based on material.

• Within each sample, a relatively large representation of bacteria and archaea, with very little in terms of plant 

or animal remains suggests very high degradation rates of any deposited floral/faunal DNA, regardless of 

sediment type;

• The presence of modern marine bacteria throughout the core is demonstrative of vertical movement 

throughout the core, regardless of sediment type and is indicative of issues of core integrity, despite obvious 

stratigraphic units; 

• In terms of understanding taphonomic variations, these results suggest that the integrity and porosity of inter-

tidal deposits, is fragile, and may not provide a environment conducive to preservation of ancient DNA.
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Bacteria Eukaryota Archaea

Basic data output analysis of 

both total reads and taxonomic 

distribution demonstrates very 

little distinction across sediment types

Rogue Archaea value at 0.42 

aligned to undetermined group 
of archaea

Examining damage patterns: a marine species on the move ?

Depth (cm)

Key example 2-Thermaerobacter 

marianensis:

• The marine species Thermaerobacter marianensis is present across the core 

stratigraphy (and absent from all negative controls).

• It is not an unexpected result in the first 1.70m as these are deposits 

associated with marine environments ;

• However its presence in deposits that are more likely to be associate with a 

freshwater influence, it is out of its ecological context. 

This work is still at the earliest phase of analysis, and requires much further work. One of the main next 

steps is to examine the relationship between in-situ palaeoenvironmental particle distribution and 

potential binding capacity for sedaDNA:

• Particle size analysis of paleoenvironmental deposits to provide further information on sediment 

structure  and how the dynamics of mixed sediment type may affect sedaDNA preservation.

• The relationship between sediment type and DNA preservation is difficult to assess in the context of 

intertidal deposits, where the dynamics of deposition and erosion are at a constant changing pace ;

• In the context of taphonomic processes- both  pre and post deposition- there is a definite complex 

relationship between the modern  environmental DNA influences, and the persistence of ancient DNA ;

• The presence of modern DNA across the strata also demonstrates a need to further investigate the 

integrity of known paleoenvironmental deposits, to examine the mechanism of movement and 

deposition. 

MapDamage (Jónsson et al.) was applied to the samples containing 

Thermaerobacter marianensis in order to contextualize its presence across the 

core stratigraphy. However the number of fragments in ever sample was too 

small to run and generated plots ( see below) had insufficient data to examine 

cytosine deamination rates.

Key example 1- Plant taxa and a correlation 

with pollen record?

• Pinus is only representative of 0.04% of the 

total assigned plant taxa; a low value 

comparative to the pollen abundance and 

not present in all samples where the pollen 

is.

• 21% of plant reads have assigned to the 

family Poaceae which suggest a potential 

correlation with the pollen record;

• However of those only 0.2% have assigned 

to a known Poaceae pollen taxa (i.e. 

Phragmites)- which cannot be assessed for 

damage as there is not reference genome 

for comparison.

• The remaining taxa have aligned to model 

organisms such as Barley, highlighting key 

issues such as gaps in the database for 

plants and possible unaccounted 

contamination. 

However, using statistical modelling examining the rates of deamination at 

specific positions (first three), no cytosine deamination was identified . 

Therefore suggesting that this marine species is not only modern but 

highly fragmented due to hydrolytic erosion – a reflection of the 

taphonomic processes at work in an intertidal zone.

Taking cores from 1x1m pit (author's own)
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